OBJECTIVE

- help new students to tackle first days problems
HOW?

- sharing personal experiences
- offering scenarios of typical Dutch life
- giving useful advice
WHAT?

- creative
- interactive
- friendly
- innovative

WEBSITE

http://jacquekim.wix.com/volendam1
WORKING IN A TEAM

- defining objectives
- working process
- learning from the process
defining the objectives

- discussion as a starting point
  - building up relationships
  - brainstorming
  - coming up with ideas
working process

- trying to understand each other
- finding suitable roles correlating to the others
- dividing the assignments according to personal skills
learning from the process

- enriching your knowledge from information sharing
- discovering different approaches to the assignment
- getting familiar with groups dynamics
TEAM MEMBERS_ Volendam 1

Chindea Jacqueline
Galiouna Elia-Anna
Hong Huang
Karameros Fotis
Mathios Vasilis
Piscitelli Giorgio
Wu Hui Chun

COACH_ Hidde Janssen